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Local Knowledge is Important
How not to cross from Rhum to Skye
Ernst Sondheimer

(This story should be treated as fiction. If any living person recognises himself it is
his own fault. )

M y friend Richard is a Swiss gnome infatuated with the Scottish
Highlands and, as his bank can't spare him for more $han a week at a
time, we had to get from Rhum to Skye by the quickest possible route.
After all, it doesn't seem far across the sea when you look from one lot of
Cuillins to the other-that is, when you can see them through the mist.
The idea was to contrast the splendour of Kinloch Castle (chandeliers,
organ, bathtub with wavemaker and all) with the more spartan delights
of the Coruisk Memorial Hut; but just try getting by public transport
from one to the other! Obviously, the answer was to hire a boatman.

The first step was to book places at the hut. This had to be done early,
as Skye is very popular in May when the weather is (statistically) less
awful than usual and the midges have not yet begun their onslaught.
The hut warden sent a useful information sheet with the address of the
man who runs boat trips from Elgol. The latter when contacted didn't
think he could go to Rhum but recommended a fisherman on the isle of
Soay-let us call him boatman A. A letter to A produced no reply.

So, frustrated, I booked Bruce Watt Cruises for our trip. That is a
very expensive way for two people to travel. Richard was willing to pay
his share. I reflected that the Swiss do after all have the highest per capita
income in the world; also Swiss interest rates are low-but how good was
my gnomic credit rating? Anyway, the matter seemed to be settled.

But then Mr A wrote after all to say that, whilst he couldn't oblige,
there was another possibility: a certain boatman B. Soon after B himself
wrote and offered to transport us at about a quarter of Bruce Watt's.fee.
This was too tempting to be refused.

So much for the preliminaries. A few days before we were due to
leave, when no more had been heard from B, I thought it was time to
make contact. But how? Directory Enquiries duly confirmed that B was
not on the phone. I was just drafting a telegram when something
prompted me to have another look at the letter from A. Surprise: it gave
a phone number-no, two numbers! (Clearly Soay is not quite at the
back of beyond. I recommend Gavin Maxwell's 'Harpoon at a Venture'
for background reading on this island-perhaps not entirely irrelevant.)
The second number connected me with Mrs A. I explain the problem
and wonder why B does not reply to letters: does Mrs A have any idea?
Mrs A tells me the bad news: poor Mr B's boat is under repair-there is
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no chance, she thinks, that he will be able to transport us. But she is very
sympathetic and offers to find out whether husband A can take us after
all. Boatman A duly phones the same evening and agrees to do it,
though without enthusiasm (,my wife is pestering me').

The real complications started 2 days later when I arrived home from
an AC lecture to be told by my wife that a certain B had phoned and was
very anxious to confirm times of transport from Rhum-no hint of any
trouble with boats and no mention of Mr A. Janet wisely decided that B
had better talk direct to me, and had arranged for him to phone back
without fail the day before we were due to leave. On that evening I did
not stray far from the phone-but there was no call from B. So we send a
cable asking B t~ be so kind as to confirm arrangements (or otherwise)
by phoning us at Kinloch Castle, and we depart.

In due course we arrived at Kinloch Castle. I had been to Rhum
before on a camping visit, at a time when the Nature Conservancy
Council occupied the castle, and I had heard about the fabulous interior
and the colourful Bullough family who once owned the island and built
the place. We goggled as the bizarre reality of the Edwardian
extravaganza unfolded, and we were made most welcome there by the
friendly and efficient couple who now manage it as a hotel. They told us
that for the future there is a big problem: a lot of expensive maintenance
and repair is needed to keep the huge edifice from falling down, and as
usual there is no money. Who will come to the rescue?

To return to the problem of the boatman. We looked forward to the
call from B but were frustrated once again: that evening the telephone
lines to Rhum were out of action (a phenomenon that was clearly not
uncommon in that part of the world). We were told to call next morning
on the Nature Conservancy Warden to investigate possibilities of
communication by radio. The Warden promised to try, and we then set
out for the main Allival-Askival ridge. This is a splendid traverse. It is
much shorter and gentler than the Big Brother across the water, but as
unfit veterans we found it strenuous enough; spellbinding views over
mountains, islands and sea were our reward until the mist came down.
In the evening we returned to the castle to be told that the phones were
working again and that a message had indeed come from B confirming
his arrival at 6pm the next day. When I duly phone to tell A about this
and to call him off he says: 'Nonsense! I know for a fact that B cannot
possibly come-do you still want me?' Feeling somewhat dazed by now I
return to the dinner table and report. Here the latest developments are
being followed with lively interest: I suspect that our fellow guests, who
include a Procurator Fiscal and a top man in the Scottish Tourist Board,
are about to lay bets on the arrival of 0, 1 or 2 boatmen; if so, I would
like to know the odds! Various theories are formulated as to what is
going on-the law of libel forbids mention of details. The manager
remarks that he would have fixed it all up for us if we had only thought
of asking him.
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Richard and 1 agree that we must cancel A and take a chance on B. So
1 phone back and talk to Mrs A. She obviously thinks we are crazy but
accepts our decision.

Next day it is wet. Richard is surprised: on his previous visit we had a
heatwave, and 1 don't think he quite believed me when 1 told him that
rain is not altogether unknown in Scotland. We tell ourselves that in
these conditions we don't really want to go to Skye anyway-much
better to be pampered at the castle and wait 2 more days for the next
regular boat to Mallaig. However, what if somehow B does keep his
promise? We pack and peer out over Loch Scresort. Excitement at
5.45pm: a vessel is seen! But soon it turns away again. At 6 we assemble
on the pier. We wait forlornly in the rain-nobody, of course, arrives.

We return to the castle just in time for the consolation of a delicious
dinner. Next day the weather improves and we walk across the ridge to
Harris on the west coast where the Bulloughs repose in their Greek
temple. This is an enchanted place where mountains and sea blend
dramatically. It has a fine raised beach where burnet roses bloom,
melancholy traces of vanished village life, and multitudes of deer for
company. Back on the mainland we conclude with a traverse of Ben
Nevis, up from Steall over Carn Mar Dearg and the arete and down by
the pony-track. 1 tell Richard that he has climbed the highest mountain,
not in England (as the continentals are apt to say) but in the United
Kingdom (I might as well have thrown in the Republic as well). Even
without Skye it has been a week to remember.

So that is the tale of the boatmen. The moral, 1 suppose, is obvious
enough. Anyway, as far as Richard and 1 are concerned, we have
already decided that next time we shall definitely go to the Coruisk hut,
and we shall definitely go on foot. All we need is fine weather ...
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